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Abstract: When building sequential algorithms for problems on the graphic network, the algorithms themselves are 

not only very complex but the complexity of the algorithms also is very considerab. Thus, sequential algorithms must 

be parallel to share work and reduce computation time. For above reasons, it is crucial to build parallelization of 

algorithms in extended graph to find the shortest path. Therefore, a study of algorithm finding the shortest path from 

a source node to all nodes in the MapReduce architectures is essential to deal with many real problems with huge input 

data in our daily life. MapReduce architectures processes on (Key, Value) pairs are independent between processes, 

so multiple processes can be assigned to execute simultaneously on the Hodoop system to reduce calculation time.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Given extended graph G= (V, E) with a set of vertices V and a set of edges E, where edges can 

be directed or undirected. Each edge (u,v) E is weighted w(u,v). Problem finding the shortest 

path there are 3 cases:  

(a) Problem finding the shortest path from a source node to all nodes (1-n) 
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(b) Problem finding the shortest path from a source node to destination node (1-1); 

(c) Problem finding the shortest path between every pair of vertices (n-n) 

To deal with the problems effectively in computers, it is crucial to build parallel algorithms and 

the common way we do is to convert the sequential algorithms into parallel algorithms, or convert 

parallel algorithms into other suitable parallel algorithms which are totally equal to the original 

algorithms 

In paper [3], [4], authors construct parallel all-pairs shortest path algorithm with a MapReduce 

architecture. Parallel shortest path of an A* algorithm with a MapReduce architecture are 

implemented in [5], [6], [7], [8]. In paper [9], [10], [11], [12], authors perform parallel data-

processing paradigm with Hadoop  

In this paper, we operate a parallel algorithm of shortest path algorithm (1-n): the adjacency list 

based algorithm on MapReduce architecture. In addition to abstract, introduction, conclusion, 

references, the paper has five algorithms: Algorithm 1: Find the shortest path algorithm; Algorithm 

2: BFS algorithm; Algorithm 3: Mapper algorithm; Algorithm 4: Reducer algorithm; Algorithm 5: 

Random graph create algorithm. 

We develop experimental program on Hadoop systems, then offer specific data to evaluate and 

compare the results of new parallel algorithms with sequential algorithm. 

 

2. HADOOP AND MAPREDUCE 

Hadoop has four modules: 

- Hadoop Common: These are necessary Java libraries and utilities for other modules to use. 

These libraries provide file system and OS layer abstraction, and contain Java code to start Hadoop. 

- Hadoop YARN: This is framework for managing processes and resources of clusters. 

- Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS):  This is distributed file system that provides high-

throughput access for data mining applications. 

- Hadoop MapReduce: This is YARN-based system for parallel processing of large data sets. 

MapReduce:  

MapReduce works on a simple principle. Operations take as input a set of key/value pairs and 

give a set of key/value as output. MapReduce represents computation using just two functions: 

Map and Reduce. The Map function, takes as input a key/value pair and outputs a set of 

intermediate key/value pairs. These intermediate key/value pairs are then combined, and 

intermediate key/value pairs with the same key are passed to the Reduce function. From there, the 
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Reduce function calculates on these pairs to give general values rather than the final result. The 

Map task is performed distributed across storage nodes. The distributed process is done 

automatically through the input data being broken down. The Reduce task is also distributed 

through intermediate key/value pairs being grouped into pairs with the same key. MapReduce 

cluster basically consists of a Master node and Worker nodes. The Master node is responsible for 

managing and regulating Workers. [9-12, 14,15] 

According to Hadoop documentation [6, 9], Hadoop is an Apache open source framework 

inspired by Google File System [6] [10]. It allows parallel processing on distributed data sets across 

a cluster of multiple nodes connected under a master-slaves architecture. Hadoop consists of two 

main components: HDFS [6], [7], [11] and MapReduce [11], [12]. 

The first component is the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). HDFS is designed to 

support very large file of data sets. It is also distributed, scalable and fault-tolerant. The Big Data 

file uploaded into the HDFS is split into block file with specific size defined by the client and 

replicated across the cluster nodes. The master node (NameNode) manages the distributed file 

system, namespace and metadata. While the slave nodes (DataNode) manage the storage of block 

files and periodically report the status to NameNode.  

 

Figure 1. Typical component of one hadoop cluster 

As stressed in the figure 1 [5], a hadoop system consists of a master and several slave nodes. 

The master should consist a NameNode and a JobTracker to manage respectively data storage and 
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computation jobs scheduling. A slave node could be a DataNode for data storage or/and a 

TaskTracker for processing computation jobs. A secondary NameNode can be used to replicate 

data of the NameNode to provide a high quality of service. 

The second one is the MapReduce programming model for intensive computation on large data 

sets in parallel way. To ensure good parallelism, the data input/output needs 

to be uploaded into the HDFS. In MapReduce framework, the master node works as JobTracker 

and the slave nodes as TaskTracker. The JobTracker assumes the responsibility and coordinates 

the job execution. The TaskTracker runs all tasks submitted by the JobTracker.  

Figure 2 [8] shows an execution workflow of a MapReduce. The execution workflow is 

made-up of two main phases: 

(a) The Map phase, which contains the following steps:  

1. The input file is split into several pieces of data. Each piece is called a split or a chunk.  

2. Each salve node hosts a map task, called a mapper, reads the content of the corresponding 

input split from the distributed file system. 

3. Each mapper converts the content of its input split into a sequence of key-value pairs and 

calls the user-defined Map procedure for each key-value pair. The produced intermediate 

pairs are buffered in memory. 

4. Periodically, the buffered intermediate key-value pairs are written to a local intermediate file, 

called segment file. In each file, the data items are sorted by keys. A mapper node could host 

several segment files and its number depends on the number of reducer nodes. The 

intermediate data should be written into different files if they are destined to different reducer 

nodes. A partitioning function ensures that pairs with the same key are always allocated to 

the same segment file. 

(b) The Reduce phase, made of the following steps: 

1. On the completion of a map task, the reducer node will pull over its corresponding segments. 

2. When a reducer reads all intermediate data, it sorts the data by keys. All occurrences of the 

same key are grouped together. If the amount of intermediate data is too large to fit in 

memory, an external sort will be used. The reducer then merges the data to produce for each 

key a single value. 

3. Each reducer iterates over the sorted intermediate data and passes each key-value pair to the 

reduce function. 

4. Each reducer writes its result to the distributed file system 
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Figure 2. MapReduce execution overview 

 

3. FIND THE SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM  

3.1. Adjacency – List 

 In many application problems of graph theory, the graph representation as an adjacency list is 

the most appropriate representation. In this representation, for each vertex v of the graph we store 

a list of its neighbors, which we will denote by {Node v, u V | (v,u)E, w(v,u)} with  G=(V,E, 

w). 

Example 1: A undirected graph in figure 1 with 12 vertices and its adjacency list are shown in 

Table 1. 

Table 1. Adjacency list 

1 2,7 3,5   

2 3,7  4,6   

3 4,11  5,10 6,10  

4 1,4  2,1 8,5  

5 7,20    

6 3,6 7,2 8,15 11,10 

7 11,7    

8 3,4 4,18 6,10 9,20 

10 8,6    

11 10,15 12,5   
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3.2. Find the shortest path algorithm 

Find the shortest path algorithm from a vertex to z vertex in the graph as following: 

 

Algorithm 1: Find the shortest path algorithm 

Input: A connected graph G=(V, E, w), w(i, j) ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈E and a specified strating vertex a, z. 

Output: L(z) is the length of the shortest path from a to z and the shortest path (if L(z) <+∞)  

Step 1. Initialize: 

Assign L(a):= 0. ∀ x ≠a Assign  L(x) := ∞. Assign T:= V. 

Assign P(x) := ∅, ∀x∈V (P(x)is before x vertex on shortest path from a to x). 

Step 2.  Calculate m := min{L(u) | u ∈  T}.  

If m = + ∞, return “Not have shortest path from a to z”. Finish. 

Else if m < + ∞,  select v ∈ T  so that L(v) = m, and assign T := T - {v} go to Step 3.  

Step 3.  

- If z = v then L(z) is shortest distance from a to z. From z tracing back the front vertex-edge, 

we receive the shortest path as following: assign z1 = P(z), z2= P(z1), …, zk= P(zk -1), a = P(zk). It is 

Inferred that the shortest path is: a→zk →zk-1→ … → z1→z Finish.  

- Else, if z≠v then go to step 4. 

Step 4. For any x  T adjacent (post-adjacent) v 

If (L(x) > L(v)+w(v,x)) then assign L(x) := L(v)+w(v,x) and P(x):= v. Back to step 2.  

 

Theorem 1. The complexity of the algorithm is O(n3) [13] 

Example 2: The graph is showed in figure 1. Applying finding the shortest path algorithm, at 

each vertex symbol (v, L(v), P(x)), v is vertex, L(v) is the length of the shortest path to v, P(x) is 

before x vertex on shortest path to x. 

 

3.3. BFS algorithm  

Given the graph G= (V, E). A tree T is called a covering tree or spanning tree of G, if T is a 

covering subgraph of G. In this algorithm, we denote Q as the queue of vertices, adjacent x as the 

list of vertices adjacent to vertex x. The BFS is described follows. 
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Algorithm 2:  BFS algorithm 

Input: A connected graph G = (V, E) and a specified starting vertex v 

Output: The breadth first indices of the vertices of G (spanning tree of G) starting with v=1, 

or graph G not connect 

1. Initialize: “queue” with the start vertex v, T is graph (T=(v, )) 

2. While (“queue” is not empty AND T is not spanning all vertex) do 

3.      x <= remove the first vertex from queue 

4.     for each vertex y adjacent x do 

5.        if  y  T then 

6.           Begin 

7.               place edge (x,y) and vertex y on T 

8.               place y on queue 

9.          End 

10. Endwhile 

11. If T is spanning all vertex of G then return T is spanning tree of G 

12.        Else if queue is empty return graph G not connect 

 

Example 3: The graph is showed in figure 3. Applying BFS algorithm finding spanning tree of G 

 

Figure 3. Results finding the shortest path algorithm 
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Figure 4. Result is spanning tree of G (dashed edges) 

 

4. FIND THE SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM ON MAPREDUCE 

So far, parallel algorithms finding shortest path have been implemented on multi-core processors, 

with shared external memory. What is new in this approach is to implement the parallel shortest 

path algorithm on Map Reduce structure. In case of Hadoop framework, to make the algorithm 

efficient for running it parallel on several machines. Algorithm to find the shortest path on 

MapReduce bases on Adjacent list  

4.1. Proposed MapReduce of find shortest path algorithms 

The problem investigated in this section the set of shortest paths from the source node to all other 

nodes in the graph on MapReduce architecture. 

Map stage:  

The mapper class takes the entire file an input and parses it line by line.  

Reduce stage: 

The output of the mapper will be the input to the reducer class. The reducer class takes the 

minimum of all the path weights and adds it to the adjacency list of the keyId node. 

Data representation: 

A connected graph G=(V, E, w), w(i, j) ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈E and a specified source node v. 

Initialize: Adjacency – List representation as follows: 

{Node i|∀i ∈V,Node Label,Node Status} TAB {Node j |∀j Adjacent i,w(i,j) }  

There in:  

- Node Label: is L, Assign L(v): = 0. ∀ x ≠a Assign  L(x) := ∞ (INF) 

- Node Status: Assign Node Status=Unmarked  ∀ x ∈ 𝑉 

Example 4: The graph is showed in figure 3, Adjacency–List representation as follows (Table 2). 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

7 

 

8 

 

9 

 
10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 
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Table 2. Initialize: Adjacency – List 

{Node i|∀i ∈V,Node Label,Node Marked } {Node j | ∀j adjacent i, w(i,j) } 

{1,0,UNMARKED} {2,7} {3,5} 

 

 

{2,INF,UNMARKED} {3,7} {4,6}   

{3,INF,UNMARKED} {4,11} {5,10} {6,10}  

{4,INF,UNMARKED} {1,4} {2,1} {8,5}  

{5,INF,UNMARKED} {7,20}    

{6,INF,UNMARKED} {3,6} {7,2} {8,15} {11,10} 

{7,INF,UNMARKED} {11,7} 

 

  

{8,INF,UNMARKED} {3,4} {4,18} {6,10} {9,20} 

{10,INF,UNMARKED} {8,6}    

{11,INF,UNMARKED} {10,15} {12,5}   

 

Algorithm 3: Mapper algorithm 

Input: (Key, Value) is Adjacent-list 

- Key: {Node i|∀i ∈V,Node label,Node Node status, [Path]} Path = The path from the source 

node to the visiting node 

-Value: {Node j |∀j Adjacent i,w(i,j)   

Output: (Key, Value) 

BEGIN 

1. // Find Adjacency – List representation 

             For (int i=1, i<=|V|, i++) 

          If (Node label <> inf) and (Node status =Unmarked) 

                   Begin 

                  1.1. Emit (Key, value) = (Key, value),  

              //But assign Node status=marked in field Node status                                                                                      

                     1.2. Emit (Key), Key= {Node j| ∀j Adjacen i, Node label,Node     

                                        status,Path} 

             /* There in 

             - Node label= node label+w(i,j) 

             - Node Status=Unmarked 

             - Path=Path+”-“+node i 

             */ 

            End 

             Else Emit (key, value) = (key, value) 

        2. Sort: Sort (Key, Value) with field Node i| i∈ 𝑉 

END. 
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Algorithm 4: Reducer algorithm 

Input: (Key, Value), the output of the mapper will be the input to the reducer class 

Output: (Key, Value), the output of the reducer will be the input to the mapper class, The 

MapReduce Job is repeatedly run until all (Key, Value) have Node status = Marked 

BEGIN 

1.  Assign set S={s1, s2, …, sn} ={1,2,…,|V|} 

            ∀ (𝐾𝑒𝑦, 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) pairs 

    Begin 

   For (int i=1, i<=|V|, i++) 

     Begin 

          ∀Node j| j= 𝑠i 

               Emit (Key, Value) 

              \\There in 

                - Node labelmin =min{Node labelj  ∀j= 𝑠i} 

             - (Key, Value)={Node k|k= 𝑗, Node labelmin, Node status, [path]}  

             - If Value=Null then    

                          Value={∀𝑙|𝑙 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛 𝑘, 𝑤(𝑘, 𝑙)} 

              Else Value=Value 

     End; 

  End; 

   2. If (Node status =Marked) for all nodes then stop, return final Output  

     Else return Output, the output of the reducer will be the input to the mapper class and  

        the MapReduce Job 

END. 

 

 

Theorem 2. The algorithm finding the shortest path from a vertex to many vertices in 

MapReduce is true. 

Proof: 

The entire graph is read from the HDFS, transferred from Mappers to Reducers, and then, with 

updated distance values, written to the HDFS 
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- Maper:  

Mapper processes a single vertex u, emitting Key have weight Node label +w(u,v) for each 

vertex v in u’s adjacency list is computed and sent to the Reducers. (step 1.2 of algorithm 3). Once 

a vertex v has been tested and mapped (mapper), that vertex v is marked as Marked and will not 

be mapped in subsequent iterations. The same task is assigned T=T\{v} in step 2 in algorithm 1. 

In iterations next, the Maper keeps re-computing paths for vertices whose shortest path was 

already found by statement Path=Path+”-“+node i in step 1.2 of algorithm 3. 

Like BFS, the program distinguishes between “Marked” and “Unmarked” vertices. Marked 

vertices are those that could potentially help reduce the distance for another vertex. I define a 

vertex to be marked if and only if its distance value changed in the previous iteration. The only 

exception to this rule is source vertex a, which is set to “Marked” before the first iteration. Note 

that a vertex that was marked in one iteration could become unmarked in the next, and vice versa. 

- Reducer:  

For every vertex v, no matter if its shortest path was already found in previous iterations or not 

in Reducer, the statement (Key, Value) = {Node k|k=j, Node labelmin, Node status, [path]} in 

algorithm 4 creates a (Key, Value) pair with a Node label having the smallest value and this is 

reflected in formula Node labelmin= min {Node labelj ∀j=si}. So after each iteration of the 

Redecer function, algorithm 4 will update the shortest path of the vertices for every vertex v, no 

matter if its shortest path was already found in previous iterations or not, the Reduce function is 

executed to recompute the shortest distance. 

From the above analysis, it can be seen through each iteration, the algorithms will update the 

longest path, shortest path and mark high-level points as Marked or Unmarked. Thus, Mapreduce 

will execute iteratively until all the ranks have been marked as “Marked”. The final output is the 

end of the problem. 

Mapping and reducing processes on (Key, Value) are independent between processes, so multiple 

processes can be assigned to execute simultaneously on the Hodoop system to reduce calculation 

time.                     ■  

 

The next part is the implementation of Mapper and Reducer for a specific graph. 
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4.2. How to perform MapReduce on a specific graph 

Table 3. Input and Output for MapReduce 

Mapper Input: Table 2 

Mapper Output (sorted) 

Key Value 

{1,0,MARKED,1} {2,7} {3,5} 

 

 

{2,7,UNMARKED,1}     

{2,INF,UNMARKED} {3,7} {4,6}   

{3,5,UNMARKED,1}     

{3,INF,UNMARKED} {4,11} {5,10} {6,10}  

{4,INF,UNMARKED} {1,4} {2,1} {8,5}  

{5,INF,UNMARKED} {7,20}    

{6,INF,UNMARKED} {3,6} {7,2} {8,15} {11,10} 

{7,INF,UNMARKED} {11,7} 

 

  

{8,INF,UNMARKED} {3,4} {4,18} {6,10} {9,20} 

{10,INF,UNMARKED} {8,6}    

{11,INF,UNMARKED} {10,15} {12,5}   

The output of the mapper will be the input to the reducer class 

The output emitted by the reducer is 

Key Value 

{1,0,MARKED,1} {2,7} {3,5} 

 

 

{2,7,UNMARKED,1} {3,7} {4,6}   

{3,5,UNMARKED,1} {4,11} {5,10} {6,10}  

{4,INF,UNMARKED} {1,4} {2,1} {8,5}  

{5,INF,UNMARKED} {7,20}    

{6,INF,UNMARKED} {3,6} {7,2} {8,15} {11,10} 

{7,INF,UNMARKED} {11,7} 

 

  

{8,INF,UNMARKED} {3,4} {4,18} {6,10} {9,20} 

{10,INF,UNMARKED} {8,6}    

{11,INF,UNMARKED} {10,15} {12,5}   

The output of the reducer will be the input to the mapper class 

Mapper Output (sorted) 
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Key Value 

{1,0,MARKED,1} {2,7} {3,5} 

 

 

{2,7,MARKED,1} {3,7} {4,6}   

{3,14,UNMARKED,1-2}     

{3,5,MARKED,1} {4,11} {5,10} {6,10}  

{4,13,UNMARKED,1-2}     

{4,16,UNMARKED,1-3}     

{4,INF,UNMARKED} {1,4} {2,1} {8,5}  

{5,15,UNMARKED,1-3}     

{5,INF,UNMARKED} {7,20}    

{6,15,UNMARKED,1-3}     

{6,INF,UNMARKED} {3,6} {7,2} {8,15} {11,10} 

{7,INF,UNMARKED} {11,7} 

 

  

{8,INF,UNMARKED} {3,4} {4,18} {6,10} {9,20} 

{10,INF,UNMARKED} {8,6}    

{11,INF,UNMARKED} {10,15} {12,5}   

The output of the mapper will be the input to the reducer class 

The MapReduce Job is looped until all nodes are marked and then stopped 

The output emitted by the reducer next iteration is 

Key Value 

{1,0,MARKED,1} {2,7} {3,5} 

 

 

{2,7,MARKED,1-2} {3,7} {4,6}   

{3,5,MARKED,1-3} {4,11} {5,10} {6,10}  

{4,13,MARKED,1-2-4} {1,4} {2,1} {8,5}  

{5,15,MARKED,1-3-5} {7,20}    

{6,15,MARKED,1-3-6} {3,6} {7,2} {8,15} {11,10} 

{7,17,MARKED,1-3-6-7} {11,7}    

{8,18,MARKED,1-2-4-8} {3,4} {4,18} {6,10} {9,20} 

{9,38,MARKED,1-2-4-8-9}     

{10,39,MARKED,1-3-6-7-11-10} {8,6}    

{11,24,MARKED,1-3-6-7-11} {10,15} {12,5}   

{12,29,MARKED,1-3-6-7-11-12}     
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Figure 5. Result on file part-00000 

 

 

4.3. Experimental results 

We Developing experimental programs on Hadoop 3.3.0 systems, then offering specific data to 

evaluate and compare the results of sequential algorithms or with the other previous parallel 

algorithms. The experimental results show that such approach achieves significant gain of 

computational time. The implementation of Mapper and Reducer for a specific graph (M100), it is 

implemented (figure 5). 

Random graphs (Figure 7) are created as our database to test the algorithms. Input: NumNode, 

Expansion coefficient.  

Example 5:  Input: NumNode=5, Expansion coefficient=2  

Output: Node 1 adjacent Node 2 and Node 3; Node 2 adjacent Node 3 and Node 4; Node 3 

adjacent Node 4 and Node 5; Node 4 adjacent Node 5. With w(Node i, Node j) is random ( see 

Algorithm 5) 
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Algorithm 5: Random graph create algorithm 

Input: NumNode, Expansion coefficient 

Output: Graph (Namefile.txt) 

BEGIN 

 ofstream f ("Namfile.txt"); 

  f<<"{"<<1<<",0,UNMARKED}"; 

  for(int i=1;i<=Expansion coefficient;i++) 

   Begin 

    srand(Number);  

    int w = rand() % (100 - 2 + 1) + 2; 

    Number=Number+1; 

    f<<" {"<<i+1<<","<<w<<"}"; 

   end; 

   f<<endl; 

 for(int i=2;i<= NumNode;i++)  

 Begin 

  f<<"{"<<i<<",INFINITY,UNMARKED}"; 

  for(int j=i+1;j<=i+Expansion coefficient;j++) 

   if(j<= NumNode) 

       Begin 

     srand(Munber);  

     int w = rand() % (100 - 0 + 1) + 0;    

            Number=Number+1; 

     f<<" {"<<j<<","<<w<<"}"; 

       End; 

   f<<endl; 

 End; 

f.close(); 

END. 
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Figure 6. Result on HDFS (file part-00000) 

We experimentally random graphs nodes as follows: The graph corresponds to 10000 nodes, 

49985 edges (Expansion coefficient=5); 15000 nodes, 74985 edges (Expansion coefficient=5) and 

20000 nodes, 99985 edges (Expansion coefficient=5). The simulation result demonstrates that the 

runtime of parallel algorithms in the MapReduce architectures is better than sequential algorithm. 

 

Figure 7. Create database (Random graph create algorithm) 
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Figure 8. Graph with NumNode =100, Expansion coefficient=4 

The simulation result demonstrates that the runtime of parallel algorithms on large graph is 

better than small graph. 

Table 4.  The run time 

Graph 10000 nodes 15000 nodes 20000 nodes 

Time 123 mins 141 mins 174 mins 

 

 

Figure 9. Chart performs the run time of graphs 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORKS 

This paper presents new parallel algorithms (algorithm 3, 4 and 5) based on the actual 

requirements, proving soundness. In addition, thesis also does parallelization for existing 

algorithms, then indicates the advantages of the new ones over previous algorithms. 

In particularly, this work develops experimental programs on Hadoop 3.3.0 parallel system, 

then offers specific data to evaluate and compare the results of new parallel algorithms with 

sequential algorithms 

There's a certain novelty value of the algorithms compared to other papers  

- The algorithms create a random graph  

- The algorithms are generalized 

- The algorithms demo on Hadoop 3.3.0 systems 

- The algorithms are proven. 

As part of future work: 

- Proving complexity of the algorithms by MapReduce find shortest path algorithm for a given 

graph size. 

- Applying MapReduce to find shortest path algorithm approach on a real road network. 

- Suggesting parallel algorithms on MapReduce architectures for problems: listing 

combinatorial algorithm or finding the shortest path in extended graph, or find maximum flow on 

network graph or traveling salesman problem or Genetic Algorithm. 
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